
Characters D6 / Tooba Jinx (Gungan Thief)

Name: Tooba Jinx

Species: Gungan (Otolla)

Eye color: Yellow

Skin color: Brown

DEXTERITY 2D+2

            Blaster: 5D

            Brawling Parry: 4D+2

            Dodge: 5D

            Melee Weapons: 4D+2

            Melee Parry: 4D+2

            Pickpocket: 4D+2

            Vehicle Weapons: 5D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

            Languages: 4D

            Streetwise: 4D+1

            Survival: 4D+2

PERCEPTION 2D+1

            Bargain: 3D+1

            Con 4D

            Gambling: 3D+2

            Persuasion: 3D+1

STRENGTH 3D

            Brawling: 3D+1

            Climbing/Jumping: 4D+2

MECHANICAL 2D

            Astrogation: 3D

            Repulsorlift Operation: 5D+1

            Space Transports: 4D

TECHNICAL 2D

            First Aid: 3D

            Security: 5D

Special Abilities:

        Aquatic: Gungans are as at home in water as they are in air, capable of holding their breaths for

extended periods while swimming, allowing them to remain submerged between breaths for many

minutes. Although this does serve them some advantage in a vacuum, they have no resistance to the

other deleterious effects that this environment has on their bodies.

        Cartilaginous Body Structure: With very few bones, and most of their body supports made from

flexible cartilage, Gungans are resistant to blunt trauma, resisting non-piercing physical damage with a



bonus 2D. This offers no protection against projectile weapons, energy weapons or stabbing/slashing

weapons such as knives or swords. However it does provide them with impressive resistance to

concussion waves such as blast waves from grenades.

Story Factors:

        Mild Xenophobia: Centuries of persecution by humans has left Gungans with a mild dislike of non-

Gungans, always trusting their own kind above aliens.

        Infamous: Gungans are know across the galaxy as not only the major pivotal force in the Battle of

Naboo, but also as the species which originally voted for Chancellor Palpatine to be granted unlimited

powers which led to the establishment of the Galactic Empire. This leads to them being seen as either

untrustworthy or extremely naive by other species.

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 1

Character Points: 3

Move: 10

Equipment: 50 Credits

         Street Clothes, Blaster Pistol (4D), Survival Knife (Str+1D), Comlink

Description: ooba Jinx was an Otolla Gungan who worked with Ace Kallisto and Ishbul Ekwesh to retrieve

the Tharnakan Story Stone. Jinx betrayed his crew and stole the Stone to sell it. 
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